Trash Talk: Findings from Resident Waste
Management Outreach
Summary
To meet the needs and priorities of residents, NYCHA engaged Public Works Partners to design and implement an outreach strategy that would gather data on resident practices, challenges, and priorities as it relates to waste management. The findings from this outreach will be used to inform the implementation of
the new waste management plan.
For the purposes of this engagement, the Public Works team created an outreach strategy which gathered
quantitative resident data through a survey that was distributed online and in-person to NYCHA residents,
and qualitative data gathered through resident interviews, group discussions and tabling sessions. At the
end of the outreach effort, the Public Works team reached a total of 4,690 NYCHA residents, 4,531 of whom
completed the survey.
Resident data and feedback were analyzed to uncover trends and insights related to waste management at
the developments engaged for this outreach. The following themes emerged from the analysis.
Convenience and access to disposal locations are the key factors which influence resident waste
management practices. Inefficiencies in the disposal process lead to the creation of informal
waste disposal locations, increasing visible litter.
Resident conversations revealed that the waste disposal practices within the developments are inconsistent,
and residents have varying levels of engagement and desire to adhere to established waste management
policies. However, though the waste management infrastructure differs between developments, residents
consistently cited inconvenience, or the location and inaccessibility of waste disposal areas, as the major
factor that informs their waste management habits.
While some residents overcome challenges such as dirty trash chutes or long walks to disposal locations to
correctly discard of their waste, data indicates that many residents do not see a value in making the additional effort. As a result, informal disposal locations in front of buildings and public trash cans near the
developments become convenient alternatives for residents. Lack of knowledge of the NYCHA-sanctioned
waste disposal process and individual desire to adhere to waste management policies also appeared as common factors in how residents manage their waste. These habits lead to increased visibility of litter, more
pests, and a poorer quality of life at the developments, particularly in sites with higher population densities.
However, sites with in-home waste disposal systems cited having fewer issues regarding visible litter and
pests.
When waste disposal is inconvenient to residents, neither social pressures nor NYCHA’s policies
and enforcement practices are strong enough to influence collective resident behavior.
Residents who overcome challenges like walking long distances to trash drop-off areas or dealing with poorfunctioning infrastructure cited being intrinsically motivated to not litter because it was the “right thing to
do”. However, residents expressed doubt of this being a trend amongst the general resident populace. Outreach data revealed that while individual responsibility drives some residents to adhere to the NYCHA waste
management policies, there isn’t a strong enough sense of social accountability within the developments for
that to be a factor for all residents. When asked about how to potentially create social linkages to foster
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resident-to-resident accountability regarding waste management, residents noted feelings of uncertainty
and safety concerns. In sites where residents don’t feel connected to a larger community, residents are less
likely to throw away their trash in the designated areas when faced with inconveniences.
During conversations with the Public Works team, residents mentioned being appreciative of NYCHA’s
caretakers and their efforts but indicated they do not feel that NYCHA is currently positioned to effectively
enforce proper waste management due to gaps in the infrastructure. Additionally, data indicated that living
in developments that participate in NYCHA’s waste management programs like Ecycle, the Mattress Recycling Program, and the Rat Reduction Program did not impact residents’ perception of waste management
issues. Residents also reflected that waste management issues at their developments have worsened over
time.
While removal of inconveniences to waste management can serve as a catalyst for improvement
in resident quality of life, sustainable improvements in waste management will require resident
participation.
Residents consistently cited litter and pests as the major waste-related issues that affect them, indicating
they are linked to inconveniences in the waste disposal process. However, residents were also clear that, to
resolve these issues, a new culture of individual accountability and active participation by residents is essential to creating social accountability regarding waste management.
Residents believe that increased attention by NYCHA to the shortcomings of the waste management infrastructure like damaged trash chutes or overfilled disposal locations will provide quick wins in improving
the quality of life for residents. Additionally, residents feel that NYCHA can better leverage the resident
leadership to implement education and
community events related to waste management.

Outreach Methodology
The Public Works team identified 20 NYCHA developments in which to conduct
direct outreach (Figure 1). These sites
were chosen based on criteria that identified common development infrastructure to ensure that direct resident engagement was done at sites that represent common qualities of NYCHA developments. Factors considered in site selection include: availability of an external
compactor or waste disposal system in
units, participation in NYCHA programs
like the Rat Reduction Plan and Ecycle,
and location. Resident feedback was

Figure 1: Map of NYCHA Developments Engaged in In-Person Outreach
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gathered in-person through surveying, 1 tabling, facilitated group discussions, and remotely through phone
interviews and an online survey. Though direct outreach was conducted at 21 sites, 2 a total of 217 developments were engaged through either in-person outreach, phone interviews, or the online survey (Exhibit A).
In total, the Public Works team reached over 4,600 residents through the following outreach methods.

NYCHA Resident Survey
Public Works developed a 16-ques- Type of Engagement 3
Number of Attendees/Respondtion Resident Survey (Exhibit B)
ents
that asked respondents about their
individual waste management hab- Survey
4,531
its, current waste management con- Tabling
83
ditions within their developments,
Facilitated Group Discussions
64
the impact of the current waste
12
management infrastructure, and Resident Interview
4,690
potential solutions to waste man- Total
agement challenges. Surveys were
distributed via door-to-door outreach at the 20 selected developments and an online survey that residents
could access at any time. Residents spent similar amounts of time completing the survey in each form,
spending an average of 4 minutes and 43 seconds answering the online survey and approximately 5 minutes
completing it in-person. The survey was publicized through flyers posted at the 20 target developments and
by NYCHA staff through email outreach and distribution of the paper resident surveys by property management staff.
The survey was open for 6 weeks between January 18 and March 1 and garnered 4,531 survey responses
both in English and Spanish. 4 The survey responses used for the analysis represent 217 developments in
New York City (64% of NYCHA developments).

Qualitative Feedback
To supplement data gathered through the resident survey, the Public Works team engaged residents in
seven facilitated group discussions, 13 one-on-one interviews, and tabling events at four NYCHA sites.
These outreach activities allowed the Public Works team to gather qualitative feedback from residents.
These three modes of engagement were structured to gather resident input regarding the waste management challenges and opportunities for improvement in each development within three core steps in the
waste management process:
●
●
●

“Making it”, or how waste is created inside and outside of resident units.
“Throwing it Out”, or the preliminary waste disposal process, including in-home practices, recycling habits, and personal beliefs.
“Taking it Out”, which included the structural and social factors that influence how and where residents throw out their waste.

1 Door-to-door outreach was conducted by Green City Force, a nonprofit organization that engages young adults in national service
related to the environment. Green City Force has a strong track record of engaging with NYCHA residents on issues related to waste
management.
2 Public Works added one more development – Lafayette Houses – for direct outreach mid-project.
3 Number of survey respondents for each question can be found in Exhibit C. Number of in-person engagements by development
can be found in Exhibit D.
4 Number includes those who did not complete the full survey. The number of respondents for each question is included in the following section.
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During tabling events and group discussions, residents were provided maps of their individual developments and asked to identify the trash problem areas and the recycling and general waste drop-off locations
within their developments. These interactions served to gather feedback from residents on successful implementation strategies for changes in the waste management system. The discussions also provided resident insight into successful implementation strategies. Resident group discussions were conducted in both
English and Spanish.

Key Findings
Residents know where to throw out waste at their developments. However, many report that there
are not enough locations to do so.
Survey responses and in-person conversations indicate that residents are aware of trash disposal procedures and feel the process is straightforward. 86% percent of respondents indicated
they know the location for trash disposal in their development, 5
and 67% of respondents feel that it is easy to throw out the trash
in their development. 6 During interactive mapping activities,
residents were readily able to identify their development’s designated trash disposal locations.
When residents did cite lack of knowledge, they most frequently
referenced other residents’ behaviors. Several participants communicated that when residents aren’t aware of where to place
trash, they place it in common areas—both indoor and outdoor.
Residents mentioned confusion with general trash as often as
they did with recycling. Some points of confusion mentioned Figure 2: An Albany Houses resident
were where to throw away recycling and organics and when trash identifies waste disposal locations
is scheduled to be picked up.
Only half of survey respondents indicated that there were enough places to throw out trash in their development. 7 During in-person conversations, residents mentioned lack of trash disposal locations 40% more
frequently than they mentioned lack of recycling locations. In developments where food waste disposals are
present, survey respondents felt more strongly that there were enough places to throw out the trash. 8
The in-home waste disposal process is not a primary concern for residents. However, concern
about pests drives residents to remove garbage from their home quickly.
Most residents do not face issues when throwing away waste in their unit, whether they are searching for
places to throw trash before it is taken to the chute or determining how to dispose of different items. During
in-person discussions, residents mentioned concerns about indoor and outdoor common spaces 40 times

Survey Question 3
Survey Question 2
7 Survey Question 7
8 Respondents from developments with food waste disposals responding .30 points above the mean to survey question 7. Sample size
of developments with food waste disposals was 48, sample size from developments without was 4,482.
5

6
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as often as they did in-unit concerns. Zero residents identified their units as a problem area during mapping
activities.
In-unit space for trash ranked relatively low as a factor in residents’ waste management decisions. When
ranking waste-related issues that affect them, residents ranked lack of space for waste bins in their unit
second-to-last. 9 Similarly, when ranking the factors that influence how they
throw out their trash, 70% of survey
respondents ranked “amount of space
in my apartment for trash and recycling cans” last or second-to-last (Figure 3). 10
Residents expressed frequency of
waste disposal as key in keeping inunit pests at bay. However, 60% of
survey respondents felt that pests inside their units were an issue, 11 and
residents noted that due to these issues, they remove waste from their Figure 3: Responses to Survey Question 11, "Please rank the following
units as quickly as possible. Residents factors according to how they influence how you currently throw out
your trash" (1 being the least important and 4 being the most important).
tied this concern to food waste, indicating that when food waste is not removed from their unit or the building quickly, it attracts rodents. Sites with food disposal systems reported
lower rates of concern with pests inside of apartments, 12 indicating that programs that make it easier to
dispose of food waste in-home may alleviate this issue.
Residents report high levels of recycling participation and use of redemption centers. Participation depends on whether residents have a prior habit of recycling.
The majority of survey respondents indicated that they recycle, with 66% indicating they “agree” or
“strongly agree” with the statement “I recycle my glass, metal, plastic, and paper.” 13 Additionally, 50% of
respondents indicated that they have separate bins for recycling and trash in their home. 14 Notably, youth
survey respondents reported slightly lower recycling rates than older respondents.
Most resident comments regarding recycling were either concerns and complaints with the system or suggestions and requests for improvement. Most concerns raised were regarding overfilled bins. Suggestions
for improvement included providing more recycling bins, creating incentive programs, and promoting recycling at development events.

Survey Question 9
Survey Question 11
11 Survey Question 9
12 Sites with food disposal systems report lower rates of concern with pests inside apartments (-12 percentage points less than average on survey question 9). Sample size of developments with food waste disposals was 48, sample size from developments without
was 4,482.
13 Survey Question 4
14 Survey Question 6
9

10
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Those who choose to recycle report they do so because of learned habits, created either in their home growing up or through programs at previous housing arrangements. One resident noted “for me, it’s just a way
of life. It helps keep my home roach and rodent-free.” 15 Others noted that fines and penalties instituted at
other housing arrangements were instrumental in helping them adopt new recycling habits.
Residents who do not recycle reported not doing so because they were
not required to, did not know how to,
or that they have requested bins from
NYCHA at their developments and
had not received them. One resident
noted, “I don’t know what to do with
my recycling, so I put it outside of my
unit.” 16 Another noted, “I don’t recycle. We don’t have to. It [makes it]
harder to separate the garbage.” 17
Residents at several developments
emphasized that they requested bins Figure 4: Responses to Survey Question 5, "When I throw away plastic
from NYCHA but hadn’t received and glass bottles, I take them to a redemption center." (1 being "Strongly
Disagree," 5 being "Strongly Agree.")
them yet. Several residents felt that
others do not recycle due to lack of incentive, particularly youth. One noted “[I don’t think that] many youth
find true value in recycling…most don’t have an incentive to recycle.” 18
Forty-one percent of survey respondents report that they use recycling redemption centers. 19 Survey respondents in the Bronx, Staten Island, and Queens utilize redemption centers more frequently than those
in other boroughs (Figure 4). In addition, residents from six developments engaged during the qualitative
outreach activities reported that
community members enter NYCHA
grounds to open bags and collect recyclable materials, which causes litter around the development. One
resident reported, “I see them rip
the bags open to take the bottles
out,” 20 and another noted “people
go through the bags for the bottles
and leave trash all over the place.” 21
Residents often encounter dirty,
damaged, or overfilled chutes
and compactors which affects
their ability to dispose of waste.

Quote from St. Mary’s Park
Quote from Ravenswood Houses.
17 Quote from Albany Houses
18 Quote from St. Mary’s Park Houses
19 Survey Question 5
20 Quote from Washington Houses
21 Quote from Riis Houses

Figure 5: Distribution of qualitative comments: complaints/concerns regarding infrastructure
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Chutes were the most frequently cited infrastructure among resident complaints (Figure 5). 56% of survey
respondents noted that too small, damaged, or dirty trash chute doors are an issue for them. 22 This is particularly true for respondents in developments with higher population densities. Residents noted that chute
doors become locked and unusable when they are clogged or overfilled, and 46% of survey respondents feel
that overflowing trash disposal locations are an issue 23 with residents indicating they “have to push the
chute doors open because they get too full” and “ have to use full force to get [the chute] to close.” 24
Many residents also noted that chutes are too small to accommodate household-sized trash bags, indicating
that “people use big bags and they hardly fit in the chute.” 25 While 35% percent of survey respondents
ranked bigger doors on trash chutes as their first or second priority issue for NYCHA to resolve, 26 residents
acknowledged during in-person conversations that modifying existing infrastructure would be resourceintensive.
Residents also reported that compactors are often non-functioning or
are not large enough to handle the development’s volume of trash. Residents
in multiple developments mentioned
that staff lock the compactor doors
when they become full, preventing residents from being able to dispose of
their trash. One resident noted, “sometimes the compactors get too full and
they shut the doors. Then residents
prop the doors open and it causes rodents.” 27 In addition, several residents
noted that non-residents and members
of the surrounding community use NYCHA facilities to dispose of their trash,
which contributes to overfilled bins.
Bulk waste was also referenced frequently in misuse of chutes.

Figure 6: Responses to Survey Question 11: "Please rank the following
factors according to how they influence how you currently throw out
your trash (1 being the least important and 4 being the most important).

These issues influence trash disposal habits. Respondents mentioned “condition of trash
chutes and disposal locations” as the most influential factor in how they throw out their
trash (Figure 6). 28
When disposal locations are not functioning, overfilled, or require residents to go out of their way, residents use bins in common spaces or leave trash in hallways or near chutes and compactors. As a result,
informal disposal locations replace inconveniently-located official locations.

Survey Question 9
Ibid
24 Quote from Ravenswood Houses
25 Quote from Marble Hill Houses
26 Survey Question 12
27 Quote from Washington Houses
28 Survey Question 11
22
23
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Forty-four percent of survey respondents indicated that their trash disposal habits are directly related to
the location of trash chutes and disposal locations. Many residents indicated that informal disposal locations arise near chutes and compactors or in front of buildings, which may lead residents to utilize these
spaces instead of the official trash drop-off locations when chutes and compactors are dirty, damaged, or
overfilled.
When a disposal location requires residents to walk further than they are accustomed, residents are less
likely to use it. One resident suggested, “coming out of the building, if they could put the [cans that are in]
the back of the building in the front, people would be much more likely to take things out.” 29 When compactors are located on the side of the
building opposite from the exits, informal disposal locations arise in front of
buildings or in trash cans not designated for household trash. Mapping activities revealed these issues occur in
front of buildings, near walkways, and
by communal trash disposal locations
(Figure 7). For example, one resident
noted, “no dump sites have bins. Bags
just get piled up and it has a gate around
it. The other two [disposal locations]
are where the compactors are emptied
so they can coincide with the trucks
driving by.” 30 Another noted “they see
that [dumping] site there so they just
start throwing things. One person and
then another person.” 31

Figure 7: Results from a mapping activity at Mariner's Harbor. Red dots
indicate issue areas, yellow dots indicate disposal locations, blue dots inResidents also report dirty or damaged dicate bulk waste disposal locations, and green dots indicate recycling
chutes cause them or other residents to locations.

place garbage in front of buildings, near
development walkways, or in communal outdoor trash cans. This topic was raised frequently during discussions with residents, who indicated “people put trash in front of the building, some people don’t want to
use the chutes” 32 and that when the chutes are blocked, “people leave the garbage on the floor.” 33 Several
residents noted that while NYCHA caretakers are effective, some residents place trash in the incorrect location under the assumption that the caretaker will remove it.
Residents feel that curbside disposal locations make it more difficult to take out the trash and are
unsightly. Contained disposal may have a positive influence on a development’s waste management.

Quote from Washington Houses
Quote from Brownsville Houses
31 Quote from St. Mary’s Park Houses
32 Quote from Ravenswood Houses
33 Quote from Marble Hill House
29

30
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Survey respondents at developments with curbside disposal felt that it was more difficult to take out the
trash than at those without. 34 These sites also show a higher rate of litter outside of buildings. 35 This may
indicate that residents perceive curbside disposal locations as inconvenient and are less likely to take trash
to these areas, or that it is harder for trash to be contained in the set spaces during pick-up. During inperson conversations, residents highlighted curbside disposals as unsightly, prone to use by the surrounding community, and quick to overfill. Many times, these curbside locations were referenced in conjunction
with problems with bulk waste. One development with curbside pickup highlighted “all along Second Avenue we have lots of problems with…waste.” 36
Although survey sample size was small (12 survey respondents), residents from developments with contained disposal found it easier to take out the trash and were more likely to agree that they know the locations for trash disposal in their development. In addition, these residents report much higher recycling rates
and are much more likely to agree that there are enough places to throw out trash in their development.
Finally, these sites also show lower rates of litter outside the buildings and pests on the grounds. 37
Bulk waste is a common pain point for residents. When large items do not fit down the chute or
when compactors or bulk disposal locations are far, residents often leave waste in front of buildings or in communal trash cans.

Residents frequently raised bulk
waste in common spaces as an issue during in-person conversations. Bulk waste was the thirdmost mentioned waste stream during outreach, following general
trash and recycling (Figure 8).
Conversations with residents revealed that bulk waste contributes
to a large proportion of litter and is
varied in composition, which includes household furniture, cardboard, and toys. One resident
noted, “I’ve seen mattresses, TVs,
baby stuff, etc.” 38
Figure 8: Distribution of qualitative comments by waste stream.
While residents were aware of bulk waste disposal locations in their developments, they cited these locations as inconvenient and, during the mapping activities, readily identified informal areas residents dispose

Survey respondents from developments with curbside disposal responded .09 points lower than the mean on survey question 2.
Sample size was 303 for respondents from sites with curbside pickup and 4216 without curbside pickup.
35 Residents from developments with curbside pickup responded 4 percentage points higher than average on survey question 9 to the
answer “overflowing trash disposal locations.”
36 Quote from Washington Houses.
37 Sample size for residents with contained disposal was 12, sample size without was 4216. Responses from developments with contained disposal found it easier to take out the trash (responding .99 points higher than average on survey question 2), residents were
more likely to agree that they know the locations for trash disposal in their development (.76 points higher than average on question
3), and report much higher recycling rates (.99 higher than average on question 4, .97 higher on question 5, and .95 higher on question 6.) They were also more likely to agree that there are enough places to throw out trash in their development (1.08 than average
higher on question 7). These sites also show lower rates of litter outside the buildings (33% percentage points lower on question 9,
36% points lower on question 10) but higher rates of problems with odor (+14% question 9 and +20% question 10). overall, there
appear to be fewer problems with pests on the grounds of these developments (-26% question 9 and -20% question 10).
38 Quote from Howard Houses
34
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of bulk waste, such as hallways and the front of buildings. Particularly when items are heavy, residents are
hesitant to take bulk waste to designated drop-off locations. One participant noted, “they expect residents
to take their bulk waste very far….it’s inconvenient”, 39 while another noted, “when I have heavy trash I take
it to the parking lot…where workers pick it up.” 40
Residents linked bulk waste to the larger issue of litter across developments. One noted, “tenants make their
[bulk waste] dump sites in front of the buildings.” 41
Overwhelmingly, litter and pests are the largest waste-related issues affecting resident quality of
life. 42 Residents emphasized that these issues are connected, and that litter attracts pests.
Litter and pests are the primary concerns of residents and were overwhelmingly the largest issues raised
by survey respondents. As indicated in Figure 9, most respondents noted they were negatively affected by
litter inside and outside of their buildings. Litter inside and outside of buildings was the second-most frequently discussed concern or complaint during in-person conversations. In addition to residents leaving
waste in the hallways, participants mentioned other types of litter such as “cigarettes, crumbs, and tissues” left in the hallways. 43
Pests are also an issue across developments. 67% of survey respondents were negatively affected by pests
on the grounds of their development, and 59% of survey respondents were affected by pests in their unit. 44
During in-person conversations, residents noted frequent sightings of rodents and cockroaches around
grounds. “We see rats walking around in the daytime” 45 one resident noted.

Quote from St. Mary’s Park Houses.
Quote from Howard Houses
41 Quote from St. Mary’s Park Houses
42 For the purposes of this evaluation, litter refers to any waste not placed inside of a trash can or proper disposal location.
43 Quote from Ravenswood Houses
44 Survey Question 9
45 Quote from St. Mary’s Park
39

40
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Sites with rat reduction areas answered survey questions similarly to developments without rat reduction
areas; questions regarding pests showed concern at the same rate as other developments. However, sites
with food waste disposal reported lower rates of concern with pests both inside and outside of apartments.
These sites also reported fewer issues with inside and outside litter. 46

Figure 9: Responses to Survey Question 9: "Which of the following trash-related issues affect you negatively? (Check
all that apply)"

Residents often noted that problems with litter and pests are compounded, and that exposed waste attracts
rodents. One resident noted, “it brings in rats when people leave trash close to the entry.” 47 Another reported that “the rodents are a major issue. The garbage outside creates additional rodents. We’re feeding
them.” 48 As mentioned above, residents noted that they remove waste quickly from their units to avoid
attracting pests.
Not surprisingly, survey respondents overwhelmingly feel that the dominant issues for NYCHA to resolve
are litter--both inside and outside of buildings--and pests, with 76% of survey respondents indicating that
pests were one of the three most important issues for NYCHA to resolve. Furthermore, 58% of
respondents felt that litter outside of buildings was one of the top three issues to resolve, while 54% of
survey respondents highlighted litter inside of their buildings as one of their top three. 49

Residents shared that NYCHA caretakers are effective in cleaning up waste from the development.
However, many feel that residents as well as NYCHA are responsible for keeping the development
clean. Residents felt that there was not a strong sense of shared responsibility to throw away
trash properly.

46 Sites with food disposal also report lower rates of concern with pests both inside and outside apartments (-12 & 15% respectively
on survey question nine and -19% on question ten). overall, these sites report fewer issues with litter inside and outside as well (-20
& 28% below the mean on question nine and -24% & 30% on survey question ten). Sample size of developments with food waste
disposals was 48, sample size from developments without was 4,482.
47 Quote from Howard Houses
48 Quote from Washington Houses
49 Survey Question 10
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Eighty-percent of positive comments from residents were regarding NYCHA caretakers or the role of
NYCHA in keeping developments clean. Residents reported “the caretakers and staff are doing an
excellent job” and that “I have to give the housing development some credit, they get the compactors
empty and the trash to the site.”
However, residents felt that keeping the development clean is a two-way street. Many residents felt that
while NYCHA caretakers were effective, residents must put their trash in the correct locations and not
litter. One resident noted, “the [NYCHA] workers work very hard, but the people are lazy and throw stuff
everywhere.” 50 Another reported, “the caretakers clean, and they do as well as they can with what they
have but it’s a lot.” 51
The most frequent concern or complaint mentioned by residents was other residents’ behavior, indicating
a lack of community among residents, which affects their ability to collectively address waste disposal
issues. Many residents felt that others were not incentivized to throw away their trash properly or didn’t
care enough to do so. One resident association leader reported, “residents have raised concerns [about
waste] all the time. But residents contribute to it as well.” 52 Older residents reported this issue had gotten
worse over time. One noted that “we used to have community events…that worked very well. But the
young people don’t want to go to any events.” 53 Several residents felt that hiccups in the waste disposal
process were not prohibitive, and that proper waste disposal is about taking responsibility for one’s
actions. Others felt that residents didn’t care or didn’t feel like they had agency to change the situation in
their development.
Several residents raised enforcement of proper disposal as an issue. Some residents, particularly older
residents, felt that NYCHA didn’t enforce policies strictly enough. One resident said “Authority is important. NYCHA needs to step up.” 54 Multiple felt uncomfortable speaking to neighbors that cause problems about the issue because they do not have a relationship with their neighbors.

Quote from Washington Houses
Quote from St. Mary’s Park Houses
52 Quote from Pomonok Houses
53 Quote from Albany Houses
54 Quote from Marble Hill Houses
50
51
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Resident Recommendations
Residents responded positively to Public Works’
outreach and often provided opinions on specific
changes that NYCHA can make to improve waste
management conditions in their developments.
Data from the outreach indicated that waste
management is a key priority for residents and a
leading factor in quality of life at NYCHA developments. Resident feedback points to a need for
improved infrastructure. While collective resident morale is low regarding waste management,
improving the condition and availability of waste
infrastructure in the developments will directly
decrease the amount of visible litter and pests,
and signal to residents a commitment by the
agency to improve resident quality of life. Results
of the outreach indicate that, in some cases, the
presence of NYCHA programs may alleviate residents’ concerns. For example, sites with food disposal systems generally had fewer complaints regarding litter. However, other interventions, like
the Rat Reduction Plan, did not appear to impact
residents’ responses.
As waste infrastructure changes are implemented, outreach results indicate that leveraging
existing resident programming resources like the
Tenants Associations, community centers, and
partner organizations to provide residents opportunities to be involved in waste management
through either education campaigns or community trash pick-up days will improve waste conditions in the developments. Lastly, resident feedback indicated that improving the waste management conditions will lead residents to feel a
stronger sense of community.

Infrastructure and Cleanliness:
• Ensure chutes don’t become clogged or dirty
and give residents chute-sized bags
• Increase number of disposal facilities and
place them close to resident pathways.
• Empty overfilled outdoor disposal facilities
more consistently and increase the frequency
of pickup.
• Communicate alternatives to waste disposal
when chutes/compactors don’t work.
• Respond to resident requests for trash bins.
Stronger Enforcement:
• Install cameras near disposal locations to encourage residents to better handle their
waste.
• Institute fines or other measures of accountability so residents adhere to policies.
• Create a hotline for complaints regarding
waste issues in the developments.
Education and Social Cohesion:
• Create more educational opportunities to
promote waste management.
• Leverage existing resident groups like the
Environmental Ambassadors and/or youth
groups to promote resident participation.
• Provide new residents information on the
waste disposal procedures.
• Leverage Tenant Associations to implement
programming and promote resident partici-
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Exhibit A: List of NYCHA Sites that Completed Survey
572 Warren Street

Gowanus

Queensbridge North

Adams

Grampion

Queensbridge South

Albany I

Grant

Ralph Avenue Rehab

Amsterdam

Gravesend

Randall Avenue-Balcom Avenue

Armstrong I

Gun Hill

Rangel

Astoria

Haber

Ravenswood

Atlantic Terminal Site 4b

Hammel

Red Hook East

Audubon

Harborview Terrace

Red Hook West

Bailey Avenue-West 193rd Street

Harlem River

Redfern

Baisley Park

Hernandez

Reid Apartments

Baruch

Highbridge Gardens

Richmond Terrace

Bay View

Holmes Towers

Riis

Baychester
Beach 41st Street-Beach Channel
Drive

Hope Gardens

Robbins Plaza

Howard

Robinson

Bedford-Stuyvesant Rehab

Hughes Apartments

Roosevelt I

Belmont-Sutter Area

Hylan

Roosevelt Ii

Berry

Independence

Rutgers

Betances I

Ingersoll

Sack Wern

Bethune Gardens

International Tower

Saint Mary's Park

Bland

Isaacs

Saint Nicholas

Borinquen Plaza I

Jackson

Samuel (City)

Borinquen Plaza Ii

Jefferson

Sedgwick

Boston Secor

Johnson

Seward Park Extension

Boulevard

King Towers

Sheepshead Bay

Boynton Avenue Rehab

Kingsborough

Shelton House

Bracetti Plaza

La Guardia

Smith

Breukelen

Lafayette

Sotomayor Houses

Brevoort

Latimer Gardens

Soundview

Bronx River

Lehman Village

South Beach

Brown

Lexington

South Bronx Area (Site 402)

Brownsville

Lincoln

South Jamaica I

Bushwick

Linden

South Jamaica Ii

Bushwick Ii (Groups B & D)

Long Island Baptist Houses

Stapleton

Butler

Low Houses

Campos Plaza Ii

Lower East Side I Infill

Stebbins Avenue-Hewitt Place
Sterling Place Rehabs (SterlingBuffalo)

Carey Gardens

Lower East Side II

Straus
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Carleton Manor

Lower East Side II
Lower East Side Rehab (Group
5)

Stuyvesant Gardens I

Manhattanville
Manhattanville Rehab (Group
2)

Surfside Gardens

Chelsea
Claremont Parkway-Franklin Avenue

Marble Hill

Taft

Marcy

Taylor Street-Wythe Avenue

Claremont Rehab (Group 3)

Mariner's Harbor

Thomas Apartments

Clason Point Gardens

Marlboro

Throggs Neck

Clinton

Marshall Plaza

Tilden

Coney Island

Mckinley

Todt Hill

Coney Island I (Sites 4 & 5)

Melrose

Tompkins

Cooper Park

Meltzer Tower

Twin Parks East (Site 9)

Crown Heights

Metro North Plaza

Twin Parks West (Sites 1 & 2)

Cypress Hills

Mill Brook

Two Bridges Ura (Site 7)

Davidson

Mitchel

Union Avenue-East 163rd Street

De Hostos Apartments

Monroe

Unity Plaza (Sites 4-27)

Douglass

Moore

University Avenue Rehab

Drew-Hamilton

Morris I

Van Dyke I

Dyckman

Morrisania

Vladeck

Eagle Avenue-East 163rd Street

Mott Haven

Wagner

East New York City Line

Murphy

Wald

East River

New Lane Area

Eastchester Gardens
Edenwald

Nostrand
Ocean Bay Apartments (Bayside)

Washington
Washington Heights Rehab
(Groups 1&2)

Elliott

Ocean Hill Apartments

Weeksville Gardens

Farragut

O'dwyer Gardens

West Brighton I

First Houses

Palmetto Gardens
White
Park Avenue-East 122nd, 123rd
Streets
Whitman

Carver
Cassidy-Lafayette
Castle Hill

Forest
Forest Hills Coop (108th Street62nd Drive)
Fort Independence Street-Heath
Avenue

Sumner

Sutter Avenue-Union Street

Webster

Park Rock Rehab

Williams Plaza

Parkside

Williamsburg

Fort Washington Avenue Rehab

Patterson

Wilson

Franklin Avenue I Conventional
Fulton

Pelham Parkway
Wise Towers
Pennsylvania Avenue-Wortman
Avenue
Woodside

Garvey (Group A)

Pink

Woodson

Glenmore Plaza

Polo Grounds Towers

Wyckoff Gardens

Glenwood

Pomonok
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Exhibit B: Resident Survey
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Exhibit C: Number of Resident Responses by Question
Q1. Please select a preferred language:
Answered
Skipped

Q2. Development where you live:
Answered
Skipped

6614
21

5147
1488

Q3. Number of years living at current development:
Answered
Skipped

5084
1551

Q4. Age:
Answered
Skipped

5090
1545

Q9. When I throw away plastic and glass bottles, I take them to a
redemption center.
Answered
Skipped

4199
2436

Q10. I have separate bins for recyclable (metal, glass, plastic, or
paper) and nonrecyclable trash in my home.

Answered
Skipped

Q11. There are enough places to throw out trash in my
development.
Answered
Skipped

4199
2436

4197
2438

Q12. Please rank the following possible changes to trash
management in your development based on how much they
would help make trash disposal more convenient for you (1 being
the least helpful and 5 being the most helpful).
Answered
Skipped

4153
2444

Q5. My development is free of litter most of the time.

Q13. Which of the following trash-related issues affect you
negatively?

Q6. It is easy to take out the trash in my development.

Q14. Please select a maximum of three issues that you feel are
most important for NYCHA to resolve.

Q7. I know the locations for trash disposal at my
development

Q15. Please rank the following factors according to how they
influence how you currently throw out your trash (1 being the
least important and 4 being the most important).

Answered
Skipped

Answered
Skipped

Answered
Skipped

4197
2438

4202
2433

4204
2431

Q8. When I am throwing away metal, glass, plastic, or
paper, I recycle it.
Answered
Skipped

4200
2435

Answered
Skipped

Answered
Skipped

Answered
Skipped

4172
2463

4155
2480

4096
2501

Q16. Are you interested in receiving updates on NYCHA's plans to
improve how trash is managed? (Your contact information will
not be connected to your survey responses.)
Answered
Skipped

4190
2445
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Exhibit D: Number of In-Person Engagements by Development
Name of Development
Albany
Astoria
Baruch
Bay View
Brownsville
Davidson
Farragut
Forest
Harlem River
Howard
Lafayette
Lexington
Marble Hill
Mariner's Harbor
Pomonok
Ravenswood
Red Hook East
Riis/Wald
Saint Mary's
Park
Wagner
Washington
Williamsburg
Grand Total

Door-todoor Outreach
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Facilitated Group
Discussions

Resident Interview

TA Lead Interview

Tabling
1

1

1
1

1

3
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
20

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1
11

1
7

5

1
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Public Works Partners is a planning and consulting firm whose work strengthens the organizations that strengthen communities. We help clients to launch and administer complex new programs; improve operations and increase impact; and promote organizational
excellence. Clients come to us because our team’s hands-on experience and expertise allow
us to design and implement customized solutions to complex problems that make the
most sense for each organization we serve.
Our team understands the importance of engaging local communities to create strategies
that fit the neighborhood and are sustainable over time. We help government agencies
strategize and execute stakeholder engagement that leads to actionable plans and policies.
We engage stakeholders at every level – residents, businesses, advocates, leaders – to understand opportunities and create effective action steps. Our outreach approach fosters
buy-in to ensure a seamless transition from planning to execution.
Public Works Partners is a certified WBE with the City and State of New York and the Port
Authority of New York/New Jersey; and a certified DBE with the U.S. Department of
Transportation. To learn more about Public Works, visit www.publicworkspartners.com
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